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Positioning
Statement

I.T. Professional with 18 years of computer desktop and network customer service and support 

experience. I’ve solved some of the most complex technical problems and the simplest. I can focus my

skill sets in many positions and produce ROI while practicing humility. I can communicate with the 

highest level engineers and customers alike, respectfully using the correct technical or laymen terms. 

These skills allow me to get the most complex issues identified, de-escalated and resolved quickly.

Recent
Employment

 
Muckboots.com

July 2017 to
April 2018

The biggest surprise to me working at Muckboots.com was not how much I enjoyed it, but further, 

how much I quickly learned the Magento E-Commerce CMS platform running in the Ubuntu LAMP 

environment. I've always been excited about web development and the open source platform of 

Ubuntu has allowed me to migrate my focus to many of the commonly used CMS systems used 

today that are powering over 35% of the internet. Including the following self-education sites, this 

resume on Joomla, http://cr.fredyz.com a hotel example site on WordPress and 

http://roy.fredyz.com a WordPress / WooCommerce site. The construction of these sites are part of 

my desire to master the marketing and SEO end as well. Web-design and development has always 

been one of my technology passions. I study often for hours at a time and have almost mastered 

HTML5 and CSS and am studying both PHP and JavaScript. The fact that I've setup several Ubuntu 

server installs both with and without GUI, including Ubuntu server on AWS running many different 

types of sites and two different e-commerce platforms only proves I still have the same energy and 

desire to learn as when I entered the technology field.

MMC Global
Technology

Infrastructure

May 2000 to
July 2016

Based on the content of my resume and one telephone call I was hired at MMC as a 90-day 

contractor. Very soon I was one of MMC’s (global fortune 500 company) 60,000 employee’s. I was 

still attending school at College of the Mainland in Texas. I primarily worked Tier II level support in a 

follow the sun global strategy. In one day I may have helped a top level executive in the office, a tele-

commuter in a foreign country or a level III engineer in central operations, resolve their open issue. It

was no time and I was the go to technology person in Houston. I truly enjoyed my position and the 

16 years I was with MMC. I worked in numerous office environments and the final six years were 

managing and coordinating the technology operations of a call center. My employment terminated 

with MMC when they decided to sell the call center operations at that location to Transamerica and 

permanently close that office in mid-2016. 

MMC 
Skills Summary

Customer service: Possess strong onsite and remote customer service skills with approachability 

while at the same time, providing the client with a communicated sense of urgency and empathy for 

resolving their issues. For the year 2015 within the entire United States division of the MGTI (MMC 

Global Technology Infrastructure) tower, I received the highest number of positive Customer Service 

Desk survey responses with zero negative survey responses. All this while maintaining SLA’s (service 

level agreements) at a 98%+ success rate!
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MMC
 Skills Summary

Language, written and verbal communication: Clear understanding of pertinent industry 

terminologies and their respective application, to the proper usage thereof in communications. I’m 

learning and speaking Spanish daily. I'm approximately 60-70% fluent and I will be working towards 

100% fluency every day of my life, especially now that I’m married to a wonderful Costa Rican 

woman.

Strong project organizational and coordinating skills:

 Example A: I documented and then managed and coordinated all the processes involved 
with migrating an active call center from one Active Directory Domain to another. This 
included migration of accounts for call center specific web applications. We also migrated 
everyone’s PC from Windows XP to the Windows 7 operating system along with their data. 
This was done during the annual peak onboarding period of temporary seasonal hires for 
open enrollment. All through these processes I was training my newly hired assistant. This 
was accomplished with no issues or interruptions to the business and everything was 
completed successfully as scheduled. The business had feared and been avoiding this 
domain migration for several years!

 Example B: Managed a simultaneous UPS power failure and HVAC shutdown that a vendor 
triggered. I single-handedly gathering all the proper teams including the Real Estate 
management company, to have the entire MDF (Server Room and everything connected to 
it) back up and running at 100% production capacity, in less than 3 hours. My knowledge and
experience of complex systems too numerous to list here was instrumental in accomplishing 
this task.

Prevalent Protocols and Software with considerable knowledge and experience from MMC and 
other opportunities to learn: Windows Server, Workstations, and Hyper-V Virtual Servers, SCCM, 
Microsoft X.500 Active Directory, GPO, Lotus X.400 messaging, iPhone w/Mobile Iron, DFS, DNS, 
DHCP, OSPF, EIGRP, MPLS, VOIP, SMTP, POP, Adobe Photoshop, Premier & Acrobat, IIS, MS Office, 
SharePoint install & admin, Exchange Mail, Iron Port, Active Sync, BES Servers, Citrix Web Client and 
XenApp, CRM DB Administration, NetBackup, ArcServe, Managed Print Services, , HTML, CSS, PHP, 
MySql, Ubuntu Linux, LAMP, CPanel, Joomla, WordPress & WP Theme Customization, Magento and 
WooCommerce E-Commerce platforms, SSL encryption and secure card payments systems.

Network Packet Analysis: I possess significant skills with Wireshark data packet analysis software. 
Over the years diagnosed several high visibility issues through packet analysis.

 Example A: Early in my career with MMC I identified reason for the domain of Marsh.com 
going off line globally over the 30 days following the 9/11 attack. The Global Technology 
Headquarters for MMC was on the 95th floor of One World Trade. After new teams 
responsible for replacing those lost could not identify the problem, I stepped in to see if I 
could help. I used my knowledge and skills with this application and Nslookup to identify the 
problem. The logical network address that the Start of Authority DNS servers for Marsh.com 
resided on, had lost its address registration with ARIN (American Registry for internet 
Numbers) because it had expired. This resulted in the network address being removed from 
internet router tables as they began to time out after syncing with ARIN network address 
registration tables. 



MMC
Continued

Telecom: Cisco Call Manager web-interface phone programming and route plan editing and 
experience. Avaya Digital PBX and Octel Analog Voicemail remote management via dial-in.

Change Orders and Business Resiliency Planning: Wrote and maintained BRM plans for main 
Houston office for several years. Created change orders and maintained start to finish for projects, 
including pre-implementation planning, implementation, back-out and post testing plans.

Asset inventory, purchasing and decommissioning management: Maintained inventory of all 
technology equipment and it’s specific scheduled decommissioning per ITIL best practices. 
Purchased according to budget per quarterly time frames, Desktop, Laptop and Server equipment. 
Disposed of equipment to be recycled using DOD level data destruction methods and certified, 
licensed recycling vendors recouping depreciated values where possible.

Facility and Infrastructure: Expert knowledge of electrical systems and how they are designed, 

learned beginning when I was a child with my electrician father. Experience and knowledge of UPS 

systems, backup generators and HVAC system’s, compressor’s, evaporator’s and condenser 

system’s. Exceptional level of mechanical aptitude proven in previous job application tests before 

entering the computer technology field. This is a large part of the kind of knowledge that’s 

Technical
Education

References
Available

2014 – 2016 - DeVry University, Houston: 

Worked towards BS in Applied Computer Science focused toward Cisco Network Engineering and 

made the Dean’s list. Completed several Cisco networking classes and other business classes with a 

high GPA. Cisco classes included the following: Routing NETW205, Switching NETW207, WAN 

Technologies NETW 209 & VOIP NETW250. Could not pursue to completion as the campus closed at 

about the same time I left MMC Companies.

2001 – 2001 - San Jacinto Community College, Houston: 

During the semester that 9/11 occurred I took a Cisco Networking course for CCNA & CCNP. 

Unfortunately, it was not as productive a semester as I hoped. I lost numerous colleagues and 

friends who were in One World Trade including the gentleman who had hired me for my job at 

MMC. However, I played a key role in the classroom with keeping the PC’s functioning and helping 

the instructor and in doing so I believe I received an advantage as I learned more about diagnosing 

the network than most of the other students.

1998 – 2001 - College of the Mainland, Texas City: 

Studied Microsoft and Novell networking working towards an Associates Degree. Entering Microsoft 

classes, I soon learned that I was ahead of most of the class as I was the only student in class that 

already had two computers networked together with Windows NT and sharing an internet 

connection and this was before internet connection sharing was part of Windows. While there I 

obtained my Microsoft MCSE Certification, scoring highest on the Proxy Server exam with a 960 out 

of a 1000. There were 6 exams all passed on the first attempt. After receiving my MCSE I also taught 

Microsoft courses there at the college.


